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DISCUSSIONS AND CLOSURES
Discussion of ‘‘Despiking Acoustic Doppler
Velocimeter Data’’ by Derek G. Goring
and Vladimir I. Nikora
January 2002, Vol. 128, No. 1, pp. 117–126.

Tony L. Wahl1
1Hydraulic Engineer, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamati

Water Resources Research Laboratory, Mail Code D-8560, P.O.
25007, Denver, CO 80225-0007. E-mail: twahl@do.usbr.gov

The authors are commended for their novel approach to the
ficult problem of removing spikes from velocity time series r
corded by acoustic Doppler velocimeters~ADVs!. Their paper
has prompted some further investigations into modifications
may make the method even more practicable and robust.

To briefly review, spikes in ADV time series can be caused
many factors, including high turbulence intensities, aerated fl
that have undesirable acoustic properties, and phase differ
ambiguities that occur when velocities exceed the upper limit
ADV probe velocity ranges. Although spikes can be reduced
eliminated in many cases by adjustment of probe operationa
rameters, there are some situations in which spikes canno
entirely avoided. A method for spike detection such as that p
posed by the authors is thus necessary.

The phase-space thresholding method set forth by the au
is based on the observation that good ADV data are tig
clumped within an ellipsoid in phase space@three-dimensiona
~3D! plots of velocity, u, and approximations of the first an
second derivatives,Du andD2u, respectively#. Spikes are thos
points plotting outside of elliptical projections of the ellipso
onto the three principal phase-space planes,u–Du, Du–D2u,
andu–D2u. The first two ellipses are symmetric about both ax
while the third is rotated due to correlation betweenu andD2u;
positive velocities are associated with negative second deriva
and vice versa as the velocity tends to move back toward
average value when an extreme is reached. The authors siz
ellipsoid and the projected ellipses using the standard deviat
of the u, Du, and D2u time series and a Universal Thresho
parameter related to the length of the time series. The Unive
Threshold requires no tuning, a fundamental advantage of
algorithm. The method is iterative, with spikes identified and
placed, and the algorithm repeated one or more times. Iteratio
necessary because the standard deviations, and thus the e
boundaries, are sensitive to the spikes and change as spike
identified and replaced. The authors point out that spike repl
ment is an arbitrary procedure with many strategies availa
Spike replacement is necessary to use the iterative phase-
thresholding method, since derivative and second derivative
mates are needed in subsequent iterations.

Identifying Points Outside of the Ellipsoid

The use of two-dimensional~2D! ellipse projections requires tha
three comparisons be made to determine if a data point is a s
one in each principal plane. For each comparison the distanc
the data point from the center of the ellipse must be determ
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and compared to the corresponding distance to a point on
ellipse located along the ray connecting the center of the el
and the data point. Spikes are ultimately identified if they
located outside of a complex three-dimensional shape resem
an ellipsoid, but having knobby projections in each of the e
phase-space quadrants. This object is shown in Fig. 1 for
simplified case of three intersecting circular cylinders~i.e., stan-
dard deviations ofu, Du, andD2u being identical!, which pro
duce a knobby sphere. The knobs allow some points that lie
side of the true ellipsoid to be retained as good data.

A single-comparison test using the true ellipsoid shape
identify spikes if the ellipsoid is defined in spherical coordina
r, f, u ~Fig. 2!

1

r2 5
~sinf cosu cosa1cosf sina!2

a2

1
~sinf cosu sina2cosf cosa!2

b2 1
~sinf sinu!2

c2

(1)

where a and b5major and minor axes of the ellipse project
onto theu–D2u plane, as given by the authors’ Eqs.~10! and
~11!; andc5major axis in theDu–D2u projection, identified by
the authors aslUsDu . Here, the symbola indicates the angle o
rotation of the ellipsoid in theu–D2u plane, given by the author
Eq. ~9!. ~The authors used the symbolu for this parameter, which
is being used here in connection with the spherical coordi
system.!The ellipsoid in Eq.~1! is centered at the origin, requi
ing one to remove the mean of the velocity time series be
testing for spikes.

The test to identify points outside of the ellipsoid is perform
in a manner similar to that described above. The position of thu,
Du, D2u data point is expressed in spherical coordinates
distancer and the anglesf andu. The distancere to a point on
the surface of the ellipsoid at the samef and u coordinates is
determined from Eq.~1! andr andre are compared to determin
if the point is inside or outside the ellipsoid.

Choice of Spike-Detection Threshold

Although applied in 3D phase space, the method described b
authors is similar to one-dimensional methods for excluding

Fig. 1. True sphere and the object produced by the intersectio
orthogonal circular cylinders

twahl
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1999!. For a set ofN data, a rejection probability is computed
p51/(2N), and theZ statistic for this probability is determined
from a two-tailed normal probability table. TheZ statistic for each
observation is then computed,Z5(x2m)/s. Those observations
outside of the6Z range are excluded. The expected number
observations excluded is alwaysN/(2N), or 0.5, assuming the
data are drawn from a standard-normal distribution. This
proach has the property we expected for the Universal Thresh
the performance is independent of the size of the sample, an
always stand a coin-flip chance of excluding one observa
from a true normally distributed data set. Chauvenet’s criter
should be applied only once to a given data set.

For an automated despiking algorithm, an easily calcula
threshold is desirable. Chauvenet’s criterion can be determ
without using lookup tables, since standard-normal probab
values can be computed using the error function, erf(x), de
mined by series approximation~Kreyszig 1988!

erf~x!5
2

Ap
Fx2

x3

1!3
1

x5

2!5
2

x7

3!7
1S ~21! j

x2 j 11

j ! ~2 j 11! D U
j 54

j 5`

¯G
(2)

Eq. ~2! converges quickly for small values ofx, but may require
j 530– 40 terms forx.5. The rejection probability for the two
tailed case for a standardized observation,Z5(x2m)/s is p
512erf(Z/&) and theZ statistic for a given rejection probability
is Z5& erfinv(12p). The inverse of the error function
erfinv(12p), can be determined by Newton’s method maki
use of subroutines that return the error function and its derivat

Robustness of the Despiking Threshold

Regardless of the threshold chosen, a method that is insensiti
the outliers themselves is desirable. The despiking algorithm
sented by the authors uses the mean and standard deviation
classic estimators for location~general position of the data!and
scale~spread of the data!, respectively. Rousseeuw~1998!shows
that both are very sensitive to outliers, having a breakdown p
of 1/N. The breakdown point is the smallest fraction of the valu
that must be replaced with outliers to carry the estimator over
bounds. One may choose which observations to replace, as
as the magnitude of the outliers, in the most unfavorable way

When outlier exclusion is based on the mean and stand
deviation, a single outlier of extraordinary magnitude can corr
both parameters and significantly affect performance. The lo
tion estimator moves toward the outlier and away from the go
data, and the scale estimator explodes, protecting the out
from rejection. If outlier exclusion is performed iteratively, th
result will improve as outliers are excluded, assuming that
initial iterations exclude some outliers and are not so seriou
affected that they exclude nonoutlying data.

Outlier exclusion can be improved by using robust locat
and scale estimators. A robust estimator of location is the sam
median. The median has the largest possible breakdown p
50%, meaning that one must replace at least half the value
ensure that the estimator will exceed the range of the orig
data. An extremely robust estimator of scale is based upon
median of the absolute deviations~MAD! from the sample me-
dian,

S51.483~medianj 51,...,nuxj2mediani 51,...,n~xi !u!51.483~MAD !
(3)

in which 1.4835factor that makes the estimator analogous to
standard deviation, the usual scale parameter of a normal d
bution. This estimator also has a breakdown point of 50%.
liers from experimental data. Points lying outside of a thresh
are marked as outliers and removed, or optionally replaced.
threshold used by the authors issA2 ln(N), in which s is the
standard deviation andN is the number of points. The easil
calculated multiplierlU5A2 ln(N) is the Universal Threshold
described as the theoretical expected maximum value ofN inde-
pendent samples drawn from a standard normal distribut
Thresholds are computed for the three phase-space axes,u, Du,
and D2u, and these values are used for the ellipse-based
described earlier.

The authors noted that the Universal Threshold is about 1
larger than expected forN.1,000. If the threshold were truly the
expected maximum value ofN independent samples, then w
should expect that the performance of the exclusion met
would be independent of the value ofN. To test this, the expecte
number of observations rejected can be determined by compu
the threshold,A2 ln(N), and determining the corresponding reje
tion probability from a two-tailed standard-normal probabili
table. The expected number of rejections varies slightly withN, as
shown in Fig. 3, starting at about 0.5 and decreasing asN in-
creases.

Another common method for excluding outliers from expe
mental data uses Chauvenet’s criterion~Coleman and Steele

Fig. 3. Expected number of rejections from a normally distribut
data set ofN elements, using the Universal Threshold
OURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 2003 / 485



Table 1. Comparison of Despiking Methods

Length of time series

Contaminated record Clean record

30,000 samples 30,000 samples

Goring–Nikora method~Universal Threshold!

Standard deviation ofu before despiking 23.52 cm/s 8.058 cm/s

Spikes identified inu in first iteration 858 14

Standard deviation ofu after one iteration~spikes removed,
but not replaced!

14.68 cm/s 8.050 cm/s

Standard deviation ofu after four iterations~spikes replaced
using cubic fit!

13.78 cm/s ¯

Effect of 3-D ellipsoid test@Eq. ~1!# and identifying spikes in all velocity components

Spikes inu in first iteration 880 20

Additional spikes inv andw time series 229 160

Robust despiking algorithm using MAD, Chauvenet’s criterion, 3D ellipsoid test, and all velocity components

1.483~MAD! of u before despiking 13.55 cm/s 7.904 cm/s

Spikes identified inu time series 2,149 49

Additional spikes inv andw time series 474 415

1.483~MAD! of u after despiking 12.89 cm/s 7.845 cm/s

Standard deviation ofu after despiking 13.19 cm/s 7.994 cm/s
w
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Robust Phase-Space Despiking Algorithm

A despiking algorithm based on the authors’ phase-space th
olding method and incorporating the concepts discussed a
was developed and added to the WinADV computer program
freely distributed software package used for postprocessing
analysis of ADV data~Wahl 2000!. WinADV was developed pr
marily for use by the Bureau of Reclamation’s Water Resou
Research Laboratory, where ADV’s are used to collect labora
and field data around model and prototype hydraulic struct
and in reservoirs and natural channels. The primary objectiv
these measurements is usually to define average velocities
turbulence parameters in two or three dimensions.

The modified algorithm incorporates the following features
create a robust, conservative despiking method whose pe
mance is independent of the length of the ADV time series.

• The median and MAD are used as location and scale est
tors.

• Chauvenet’s criterion is used to define the rejection probab
and exclusion thresholds~principal axes of the ellipsoid in
phase space!.

• The exclusion test uses the true ellipsoid shape define
spherical coordinates.

• Despiking is performed on each of the available velocity co
ponents~usually three!, and all associated data are remo
when a spike is detected in any one of the time series.

Before despiking, the median of each velocity time series is
moved. Alternatively, one could high-pass filter the data as
scribed by the authors. Spike replacement is not used, sinc
algorithm is no longer iterative and does not require replacem
of spikes. For most applications of ADV’s at the Bureau of R
lamation, a continuous time series is not needed, and a dat
that does not contain synthesized or interpolated data is desir
An outlier-exclusion algorithm described by Rousseeu
~1998! computes the standardized observations,Zi5(xi2T)/S.
The median is used for the location estimator,T, and the scale
estimator,S, is based upon the MAD as shown in Eq.~3!. The
absolute values of the standardized observations are compare
a cutoff value, somewhat arbitrarily chosen as 2.5, and obser
tions above the cutoff are outliers. The cutoff could also be esta
lished using the Universal Threshold or Chauvenet’s criterio
Regardless, the algorithm need only be applied once, as the e
mators of location and scale will change only slightly after re
moval of the outliers.

Application to Multidimensional Velocity Time
Series

The phase-space threshold despiking method is described by
authors for application to the time series of a single component
velocity. Most ADV probes report three-dimensional velocitie
~or 2D in some cases!. The reported orthogonal velocity comp
nents are interdependent, since the instrument actually measu
beam velocities along the bistatic axes of the sending and rece
ing acoustic elements and converts these to orthogonal veloc
components via multiplication by a transformation matrix~Kraus
et al. 1994!. Factors that produce spikes often affect only one
the individual beam velocities~e.g., overranging caused by a large
turbulent velocity burst aligned with one of the bistatic axes, or
single air bubble corrupting one acoustic beam!, but after mul
plication by the transformation matrix, the single affected bea
velocity taints all three of the orthogonal velocity components. A
a result, a conservative filtering algorithm should eliminate and/
replace associated data points in all three time series when a sp
is identified in any one time series, even if the data in the oth
time series do notappearto be spikes.
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Example Application

The method described above was applied to the two data
examined by the authors. The results are compared in Table
the authors’ method. The modified method identifies more sp
than the authors’ method in three different ways:
• excluding data within the knobs of the ‘‘knobby’’ ellipsoid;
• reducing the size of the ellipsoid by using the MAD as t

scale estimator and Chauvenet’s criterion to define the re
tion probability and exclusion thresholds; and

• examining all velocity components and rejecting associa
data in all time series when a spike is detected in any
component.

Analysis

The modifications to the authors’ method each identify mo
spikes, with the greatest effects in these examples being ca
by the reduction of the exclusion thresholds and the examina
of all three associated time series. The number of additio
spikes located in the knobs of the knobby ellipsoid was relativ
small.

In the contaminated data set, examination of thev andw ve-
locity components added about 25% more spikes than were
tected in theu component, and of these, about two thirds ca
from thew component. In the clean data set, thev andw compo-
nents added about eight times more spikes than were found in
u component alone, and about 85% were due to thew component.
These results were similar, regardless of which threshold
used~the Universal Threshold or the MAD and Chauvenet’s c
terion!. The relatively large number of additional spikes found
the w component may be an anomaly of these two data sets;
authors reported that in their experience with down-looking AD
probes the vertical component~w in these cases!usually contains
far fewer spikes than the horizontal components.

Using the MAD and Chauvenet’s criterion to define the reje
tion thresholds significantly increases the number of spikes
comparison to the first iteration of the authors’ method, althou
subsequent iterations would identify additional spikes. The
vantages of the approach utilizing the MAD are the robustn
and insensitivity to the spikes themselves, and the fact that
spiking need not be done iteratively.

The methods can also be evaluated by comparing the stan
deviations and median absolute deviations before and after
spiking, shown in Table 1. In the clean record, the standard
viations and the values of 1.483~MAD!are similar before and
after despiking. This is expected, since the outliers in this data
are few in number and not extreme. In the contaminated rec
~which the authors aptly describe as pathological!, the stand
deviation of theu time series is reduced dramatically from 23.5
to 14.68 cm/s by the first iteration of the authors’ method. Fo
iterations of despiking and spike replacement reduce the stan
deviation to a final value of 13.78 cm/s. In comparison, the va
of 1.483~MAD! is 13.55 cm/s before despiking, comparable to t
standard deviationafter despiking. The robust despiking metho
reduces the value modestly to 1.483(MAD)512.89 cm/s, demon-
strating that this scale estimator is relatively insensitive to spi
and is a reasonable approximation to the standard deviation.
final standard deviation ofu after applying the robust despikin
method is 13.19 cm/s.
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We thank the discussor for considering our phase-space th
olding method for application in his excellent WinADV progra
~that we routinely use for our first look at ADV data! and com-
mend him for making suggestions for improvements to the a
rithm. In this Closure, we consider each of the points he raise
the Discussion~most of which we agree with!and place our in-
terpretation on them.

Three-Dimensional Ellipsoid

The discussor suggests that instead of using three projectio
the ellipsoid in two-dimensional~2D! space, we should identif
the spikes in three-dimensional~3D! space. We believe these a
proaches are exactly the same, and this can be illustrated by
sidering how one calculates the anglesf and u in Fig. 2 of the
discussion. To calculateu, we project the point onto theu–Du
plane and calculate

u5tan21
Du

u

then forf we rotate the verticalu–D2u plane byu and calculate

f5tan21
Au21Du2

D2u

Whether we project the ellipsoid onto 2D space and look
points outside~writers’ algorithm!, or project the points onto 2
space, define their latitude and longitude, and test whether the
inside the ellipsoid in 3D space~discussor’s algorithm!, makes n
difference. The answers are exactly the same.

Threshold

The discussor shows that using the normal distribution, the
pected number of rejections using the Universal Threshold va
OURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 2003 / 487
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inversely with the number of dataN, with the rejection being
about 0.5 forN52. But for all practical purposes with acousti
Doppler velocimeters~ADV! data,N will be in the range from
104 to 107, corresponding to rejections from 0.177 to 0.13
which for all intents and purposes are the same. The discus
states that an easily calculated threshold is desirable, and
agree, but assert that the Universal ThresholdlU5A2 lnn is very
easily calculated and for practical numbers of data gives con
tent results.

Robustness

The discussor proposes the use of median of the absolute de
tions ~MAD! for the scale parameter of the threshold. We a
grateful to the discussor for this suggestion. It is indeed a m
robust parameter than the standard deviation. However, us
MAD does not obviate the need for iteration. Indeed, iteration
undertaken not only because of changing thresholds, but also
spike replacement, especially for multipoint spikes as indicated
Fig. 5, and to realign the ellipse in theu–D2u projection.

Spike Replacement

The discussor does not use spike replacement and we assum
simply eliminates the spikes from the sequence, thereby reduc
the length of the record by the number of spikes. This may b
satisfactory strategy when computing bulk statistical momen
but we would like to suggest that for any other calculations~such
as spectra, correlations, structure functions, or fractal analy!
this strategy is unsatisfactory because it changes the structur
the signal. Almost any spike replacement method is preferable
spike elimination.

High-Pass Filtering

The purpose of high-pass filtering was not understood by
discussor, and we have had several other enquiries about it.
welcome the opportunity to clarify this point.

High-pass filtering is required if the time series has lon
period oscillations that may dominate the turbulence. To illustr
this point, consider the portion of clean record from Fig. 3~a!that
is shown in Fig. 1 of this closure. The signal has been separa
into its high- and low-pass parts, by performing wavelet deco
position using the Daubechies No. 5 mother wavelet to leve
~corresponding to timescales of about 1 s and less!, then rec
stituting and combining the 6 wavelet details. The low-pass
tered portion is the wavelet approximation~i.e., the remainder!at
level 6. For a signal such as Fig. 1~a!, the scale factor used in
threshold@Eq. ~2!#, whether it be the standard deviation or th
MAD, is dominated by the low-frequency part of the signal an
spikes~such as the one at 151 s!can go undetected because the
are hidden within the low-frequency oscillations. High-pass filte
ing exposes the spikes, so that they can be dealt to.

Second Derivative

The second derivative defined by Eq.~3! is based on central dif-
ferences of the first derivative, which is also calculated by cen
differences. Thus, the full expression for the second derivat
increment is
488 / JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 2003
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D2ui5~ui 1222ui1ui 22!/4 (1)

which excludes the points adjacent to the point under consid
ation. An alternative, and equally valid, definition for the secon
derivative increment is

D2ui5ui 1122ui1ui 21 (2)

which is the quadratic definition. Including the points adjacent
a spike intuitively would seem to improve the algorithm. How
ever, for the contaminated velocity sequence shown in Fig. 3~a!,
fewer spike events were detected using Eq.~2! than Eq.~1! ~622
versus 858!. The main effect of applying Eq.~2! appears to be to
change the relationship between the second derivative and
other components. Scaling Eq.~2! by 0.5 increased the number o
spike events detected to 735~0.5 appeared to be the optimum
scaling to maximize the number of spike events!, but this is still
short of the number detected using Eq.~1!. Another effect of
using Eq.~2! instead of Eq.~1! is that the solution of Eqs.~9!–
~11! becomes more problematical, becauseu, the rotation angle of
the ellipse in theu–D2u projection, can take a larger range o
values, necessitating the major and minor axes to be swappe
the following relationships are not satisfied:

For tan2 u.1, b2 tan2 u.1 and b2,tan2 u
(3)

For tan2 u,1, b2 tan2 u,1 and b2.tan2 u

whereb5ratio of the thresholds,sD2u /su .

Data Availability

Finally, we welcome others to test the performance of their d
spiking algorithm against our 3D phase space method, and to
end, we are pleased to make the clean and contaminated data
used in this work available to all researchers. The data can
obtained by anonymous ftp on ftp.niwa.co.nz, cd incomin
despiking.

Fig. 1. Portion of the velocity series in Fig. 3:~a! raw data;~b!
low-pass filtered part; and~c! high-pass filtered part. Dashed lines ar
the Universal Threshold.




